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our personal responsibility to help the 
people we lead and the communities we 
serve, adapt to deep structural change 



“how’s the water, boys?”



The most 

are often the ones that are

obvious and
important realities

hardest to see
and talk about ...



the leader’s role is to  
help people develop 
their attention and 

awareness, while viewing 
the future more broadly



fiscal squeeze
the risk of irrelevance

the “retreat from the street”
the automation of work
demographic discontinuities

the globalisation of  “almost everything”
social acceleration and network effects

local�government�faces



Machiavelli’s�challenge
“Whosoever desires constant 

success must change their 
conduct with the times.” 

but … “No man is so wise that he knows 
how to adapt his own nature … both 

because he cannot deviate from the path to 
which his nature inclines him, and also 
because he cannot be convinced to 

abandon a well-known path that has always 
brought him success by his following it.”



fate�and�will

Fortuna

Virtù

“the un-ribboning, unceasing 
flow of unpredictable events”

“the exercise of resolution, imagination, 
determination and courage”

“fate”

“willpower”

“how can decision makers master their fate?”



courage
“is the ability to do something that 
frightens you; it involves bravery”

so what is it 
that you fear?



Courage is going from 
failure to failure without 

losing enthusiasm. 
Winston Churchill

“
”



Samuel Beckett 
(1983) Worstward Ho!

Ever tried.  Ever failed. 
No matter.  Try again.   
Fail again.  Fail better.

“
”



to admit you’ve been wrong 
in the past; 

to admit you don’t know 
enough about the future; 

to grasp today’s opportunities 
while leading others

having�the�courage

feckless�
fatalism

reckless�
certainty



certainty

risk

uncertainty

uncertainty�=�risk/

General uncertainty: “it’s uncertain whether the Monarchy will exist in 2050”

Specific uncertainty: “it’s uncertain whether Kate will have a third child”

Risk: “There is a risk Kate’s next child will look uncannily like Prince Philip”

Certainty: “You can be certain that the next child won’t be called Barry!”



being
adaptive

to change



leading�organisational�change

( ANS DCRAG x)+ > OI

AG = agreement on goals
ANS = agreement on next steps
DCR = dissatisfaction with current reality
OI = organisational inertia



organisations are more like …

cakes than cars



getting�the�mix�wrong
organisational strategy

resourcing & operating models
strategic alignment

choosing the right talent
motivating people to perform their best



talent

it’s more than finding useful minions



rapid 
learning

open 
collaboration

resilience agility

navigational 
leadership

strategic 
anticipation

leading�amidst�uncertainty

six 
capabilities 

for 
successful 
adaptation



so what is great 
local government?
and why should you lead?



great�local�government
•a thriving and sustainable 

place in which to live, work, 
learn and grow a business

•a dynamic organisation 
which secures valued and 
relevant services 

•an open and responsive 
government in continual 
touch with its citizens



uniqueness�
and�

uniformity?�
people crave 

distinctiveness, but they 
also want reliability

“economies of scope”   
give way to              

“economies of scale”



build�on�the�distinctiveness�of�place

Chapel of the Holy Cross, Sedona, Arizona



creative�imagination�and�place

Anish Kapoor, Chicago



Are 
communities 

open, friendly,  
resourceful, resilient 

and engaged in 
civil activity?

Is the place 
liveable, connected, 

environmentally 
sustainable?

Are public 
institutions trustworthy, 
cost-effective & efficient, 
securing relevant and fair 

services?

How are 
communities and 

businesses responding to 
economic change: 

competition for jobs 
and homes?

community

local 
governance

place

internal 
dynamics and 

external forces 
for change



merging 
functions

sharing 
services

demand 
management

supply 
management

being�cost�effective

trimming 
back

radical redesign of 
public services

boosting 
productivity

de-layering



“everything’s getting faster”



“it takes all the running 
you can do, to keep in 

the same place. 

If you want to get 
somewhere else, you 

must run at least twice 
as fast as that!”

red
Queen

effect

The



an�era�of�social�acceleration

technical 
acceleration

acceleration 
of the pace of life

acceleration 
of social change

the economic motor:
“time is money”

the cultural motor:
“the promise of quicker”

the social motor:
“generational pace”



so,�why�
should�anyone�
be�led�by�you?



happiness�&�different�activities



happiness�&�different�people



so�what's�your�role?

setting direction
building capability

maintaining momentum
nurturing confidence

intellectual energy

emotional labour



T C R I
S

= +

Where
T = trustworthiness
C = credibility
R = reliability
I = intimacy
S = self-orientation

( ) x

why should your leadership be trusted?



“conduct that 

encourages others to                
act responsibly in the 

public interest, so that they

 achieve more together
 than they would have achieved
separately and/or on their own.”

public�leadership



The value we add as managers is 
through focused awareness.  

This is water.
This is water. 

 Awareness of what is so real and essential, so 
hidden in plain sight, all around us, all the time …

that we have to keep reminding 
ourselves, and our staff, over and over:
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sources�and�further�reading�…

thank you


